
P Square Solutions, LLC, a New Jersey-based corporation, provides toll systems 
solutions and Integration services. Incorporated in 2005, P Square brings a 
comprehensive toll integration experience including 14 years in the development 
and implementation of toll back-office systems. 

P Square consists of a team of highly experienced design and development 
professionals with toll domain expertise. Our team provides services ranging from 
system architecture, design, development, testing, implementation, integration, 
data migration, interoperability, web and mobile applications and maintenance for 
toll systems.

At P Square, we use the technology solutions to create cost-effective and affordable 
solutions that provide scalability and security for high-performance and high-
volume transaction processing.

P Square  has extensive experience in toll systems integration services, 
implementation of back-office systems, data migration and transition services 
for tolling clients using its unique data-migration architecture, design setup 
and validation tools. With the experience of developing and providing software 
development services to many systems integrators as turnkey projects, we have 
an in-depth knowledge and understanding of various system design, system 
operations and support services for effective customer service and efficient tolling 
operations.

P Square has developed ETBOS™, a back-office system product suite to cater to 
ever-changing requirements and operational efficiencies of toll operations.  Port 
of Hood River Bridge Commission (Port) and the Port of Cascade Locks (POCL) in 
Oregon, uses ETBOS™ for their back-office operations solution.  
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Profile

Our Mission is to offer the best solution 
for toll back office systems with 
technical expertise and operational 
excellence for roadway stakeholders and 
operators. We strive to build platforms 
with 360-degree view of customer 
experience, coupled with efficient 
customer service operations which are 
highly responsive and scalable for the 
features, volume and capabilities.

Our Mission

•  Technology Solutions: Resilient and 
responsive Middleware application 
technologies

•  Enterprise Services: End-to-End 
Solutions and Integration services

•  High Performance: Highly efficient 
system for High Volume Operations

Our Competence

We work closely with our clients to 
understand the needs and gather 
requirements to meet the short-term 
and long-term goals and prepare the 
blueprint and roadmaps to drive the 
approach and strategy. We deliver the 
highest quality software and strive to 
provide solutions and services to forge 
long lasting business relationships 
with our clients. We strongly believe in 
attention to details and thoroughness 
in our job to provide highest quality 
software services to our client needs.

Our Approach

We are Technology enthusiasts with 
expertise in toll domain with focus 
on system integration services, use 
technology and innovation to solve 
business challenges.

Our People
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P Square has extensive experience in providing 
data migration services to their client. In last 
five years, P Square has successfully migrated 
legacy data for four toll agencies supporting 
the vendor during the transition phase of 
the project. P Square Team, leveraging our 
experience migrating data from the legacy 
systems, will work with client team, will perform 
an environment analysis, data analysis, and data 
profiling of the existing system to determine 

the data needed for migration.

Our Global Development Centers are fully 
staffed with trained team to handle software 
development and project delivery services for 
toll systems. We have 15 years of toll system 
integration and implementation experience. 
We offer a well-defined software development 
& configuration process that comprises the 
entire software development lifecycle. We have 
a dedicated Project Lead Manager to coordinate 
with our clients while managing the consulting 
team working on client’s project for smooth 

and timely project delivery.

P Square provides range of IT services that 
include the following:
•  Software Design & Development
•  System Testing & Integration
•  Technical Architecture Service
•  Application and Solutions Architecture, Design 
and Development
•  Service Oriented Architecture
•  Enterprise Performance and Tuning
•  IT Infrastructure Architecture and Consulting

P Square Solutions has experience in 
supporting Level-1 and Level-2 maintenance 
support for IT infrastructure, database and 
software applications with response time 
from 2 hours to 24 hours for different clients. P 
Square support team uses both proactive and 
reactive approaches toward providing support 

and maintenance to their clients.
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Services

MANAGED
CONSULTING

TOLL SYSTEMS
MIGRATION

TOLL SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE

IT
SERVICES

P Square solutions have always been proactive in their approach to project 
implementation, and has excellent grasp of all areas of Toll systems knowledge and 
highly skilled professionals. The DelDOT ETC Host and Plaza systems upgrade made 
sure the system availability 99.99%, this is vast improvement from the legacy system. 
We experienced a system upgrade with absolutely no issues after the migration and 
it is huge credit to the skills and meticulous planning and efforts put by the P Square 
team.

Jon Osborne, Toll Administrator
Delaware Department of Transportation



Managed Consulting - Tolling

SANDAG - BOS customization
emovis/Sanef ITS America/INTRANS
• M50, Ireland - BOS development
• GEB, Canada - BOS development
• PMH1, Canada - BOS development
• IMSP, Ireland - IOP/Hub development
• NFBC, USA - Interface development
• Dartford, UK - BOS development
• ATI Hub, USA - IOP/Hub development
• MAIPO, Chile - BOS development
• MetroPistas, P.R. - Interface development
Cubic
• NHDOT, USA - BOS development
NJTP - Plaza software development

NJTP - Host/Plaza System
POHR - BOS/Lane System
DelDOT - Host/Plaza upgrade

Managed Consulting - System Integrations Toll Systems Migration

POHR - Data Migration
emovis
• RITBA, USA - Data Migration
• BWBC, Canada - Data Migration
• A25, Canada - Data Migration
Cubic
• NHDOT, USA - Data Migration

IT Services

POHR - Network & Server Setup
POCL - Network & Server Setup
NJTP - Software & Server Management
MGL - SharePoint Implementation

Toll Systems Maintenance

DelDOT - Host/Plaza and Lane System
POHR -  O & M Services
Cubic • NHDOT, USA - O & M Support

ETBOS™ Delivery

POHR - ETBOS™ implementation
POCL - ETBOS™ implementation

Port contracted with P Square for Toll 
system upgrades in 2015 to replace its 
back-office toll system and to upgrade 
the complete hardware and software. P 
Square upgraded and replaced the Port’s 
toll system with its back-office flagship 
product “Enterprise Toll Back office system 
(ETBOS™)” along with roadside AVC/
AVI system. P Square experience and the 
new Back office software enhanced the 
POHR “Breezeby” brand by extending ETC 
program to other local toll facilities to be 
part of the program and support western 
regional inter-operability.

Fred Kowell, CFO
Port of Hood River
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Overview
ETBOS™, state-of-the-art Enterprise Toll 
Back Office System is a product suite 
which is Scalable, Modular, Extensible, 
Secured, Advanced and Integrated Toll 
Back Office System.  

01
ETBOS™ built on industry standard J2EE middleware technology and 
application architecture framework designed For easy configuration changes, 
built with rich user interfaces using responsive design and visualization 
dashboards for optimal user experience. The application server supports 
high-volume transaction processing to serve multiple applications, including 
customer website, mobile applications; back-end jobs; and external and third-
party interfaces. ETBOS™ system deployments are built on resilient system 
architecture with robust and redundant virtualized infrastructure design 
optimized for network, application, and database components with security 
and access controls. 

Technology & Innovation

02
P Square depth of experience in the toll industry in supporting many BOS 
system implementations and coupled with their proven solutions using 
best practices of software development methods is an asset to any Toll 
project implementation. P Square Team is more than decade of hands on 
experience in supporting many Back office system transition, migration and 
implementation.

Transition & Implementation Experience

03
Designed by highly experienced IT and toll domain experts with focus on 
Systems Integration, Systems Testing, Systems architecture, design and 
development providing wide range services, 24*7 maintenance and Support in 
various configurations of toll systems. P Square Uses best operations support 
tools and instrumentation with proactive approach with notification alerts, 
thresholds with best practice monitoring procedures and SOP’s. 

Operational Support & Maintenance
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•  Unified Technology Platform with cross 
platform Integration capabilities using 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

•  Modular System with pluggable 
functionality

• Configuration driven application
•  GAAP compliant configurable financial 

module
•  Available Interfaces with different 

systems and third-party SaaS providers 
for CRM

•  Virtualized – High Availability Resilient 
Infrastructure

•  Hosted and Cloud Deployable (AWS) 
Deployment Model
• On-premise
• Private Cloud

• Security
• PCI Compliant
• Network Segmentation
• Firewall IPS/IDS
• Tokenization
• Host Payment Framework /Iframes
•  Continuous Vulnerability assessment

•  One stop solution for all the tolling 
CRM needs

• Low Cost Open Source Platform
• Dynamic Scalability
• Customizable to client’s need
•  Highly Configurable Core Toll BOS 

Financial Engine with Complete Audit 
Trail, Traceability and reconciliation 

•  Inter-operable and reciprocity 
software for various Toll agencies 
in North America and Europe. (IAG/
CTOC/ATI/HUB)

• Operational Excellence 
• Omni Channel 
• Best Practice DevOPS Tools

• Reduces the downtime
• Minimizes Human caused errors
•  Automated Repetitive testing in 

Lower env. 
• Automated Regression Testing

Key Features Key Benefits
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Modules
ETBOS™ combines functional modules for future of toll and 
transportation that includes:

•  Account Management
•  Tag Inventory management
•  Financial Accounting System
•  Case Management
•  Notifications/Correspondence

Enterprise Customer System (ECS)

•  BI/Analytics
•  Dashboard-Snapshots, Trends
•  Reconciliation and Audit 
Reports
•  KPI and Adhoc Reports

Enterprise Reporting System (ERS)

•  Roadside toll Supervision, Lane 
Interfaces
•  Data Interfaces to RSE with 
Downloads and Uploads
•  Collector Operations and Audit
•  Trip Processing and Matching
•  Transaction Processing and 
reconciliation

Enterprise Toll Host System (ETH)

•  Payment Gateway Interfaces
•  Lockbox, Bank Interfaces
•   External Financial Packages 

Interfaces
•   Rental Car /Fleet Agencies 

Interfaces
•   DMV Interfaces (PennCredit/

NVDF/RTI/ICBC)
•  Third-party Notice Processing
•  External Print Interfaces
•  Collection Services Interface

Data Exchanges and Interfaces

•  Image Review Application
•  Financial Accounting System
•  Violation Dispute Processing

Enterprise Violation System (EVS)

•  Security and Access Control
•  PCI, LDAP and Configuration 
•  Infrastructure
•   System Monitoring and 

Backup
•  Disaster Recovery

Enterprise Admin Console (EAC)

•   Configurable Core Rules 
Engine

•   Audit Trail traceability and 
reconciliation

•   Financial Account 
Management

Enterprise Financial System (EFS)

•   Website and Mobile 
Application

•   IVR, SMS, Web Chat, Social 
Media

Customer Application
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PSS Arch
 Solution for Better System Performance, Data compliance,
  reduced disk costs, overheads and sustained data integrity

Agent Configuration Active/Subset Definitions Schedule/Configuration
•  Define data sources and 

Destinaton  Databases

•  Provide Connection Details 

(Username, Password)

•  Define file location, tablespaces 

• Create Modules (Archive/Subset)

• Define tables

•  Define Parameters (System/ Non 

Systems) - Where /Filter conditions

• Link Modules to the definitions

• Define Schedule Jobs

• Execute Jobs

• Verify Logs

• Verify Table Data

• Verify Files

Cleansing and archiving are often perceived as a high-risk process. PSS Arch, a highly scalable, user friendly, 
modular, full featured smart partitioning and data archiving platform makes it simple, quick and safe by 
executing a single task from within PSS Arch Framework tool. It helps your IT organization significantly improve 
application performance and cost-effectively manage data growth in a range of enterprise business applications 
while lowering cost and risk. PSS Arch The risk of running manual scripts is removed and the integrity of your 
data is maintained throughout the process. PSS Arch has been designed exclusively for Oracle Data Base.

PSS Arch has three main modules that make data lifecycle management simple and easy to manage:

PSS Arch has tailor-made modules designed specifically, which means the software integrates more closely. As 
a result, you’ll benefit from:
• A smaller, lower costing project.
• Less IT involvement and less business disruption.
• Faster installation and implementation.
• Rapid adoption and understanding from end-users 
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Port of Hood River Case Study

Breezeby Toll system and Back-Office System Replacement and Toll System Upgrade Program

Description: The Port of Hood River (Port) is a vital economic link connecting the communities of Hood 
River, Oregon and White Salmon, Washington with a bridge that has been owned and operated by 
the Port of Hood River since 1950. The Port has invested millions in the bridge structure to keep traffic 
flowing safely between the communities. The Port assesses tolls on every vehicle crossing the bridge. 
The toll is based on an axle-based classification system. The Toll Plaza accepts tolls as cash (in the manual 
lanes) or by reading an RFID (SeGO protocol) based transponder. Their program is called BreezeBy. The 
Port contracted with P Square in October 2015 to replace its toll system.

Solution: P Square designed, developed and 
implemented ETBOS™ solution for the Port’s 
BreezeBy program and integrated the roadside 
automated vehicle classification and vehicle 
identification system to support real-time Roadway 
Toll Collection System (RTCS) interfaces. P Square’s 
solution includes a comprehensive web application 
with complete account management functionality. 
Functional modules consist of Account 
Management, Transponder Management and 
Fulfillment, Financial Management, Transaction 
Management, and reporting with analytical and 
dashboard capability, and an Administrative 
Console application for monitoring.

Approach: P Square’s approach to replacement 
of the Port’s toll system was successfully 
executed in multiple phases, while maintaining 
the legacy toll system and supporting legacy 
back-office system. During Phase 1, the upgrade 
of the toll system was performed to a supported 
operating environment, stabilizing the existing 
RTCS. In Phase 2, the legacy back-office system 
was replaced and transitioned to ETBOS™. All 
account data and 3 years of transactional data was 
migrated to ETBOS™. In Phase 3, the roadway toll 
system enhancements were performed including 
the enhanced Website. P Square also developed 
and deployed a BreezeBy Mobile Application 
(compatible with Android and iOS) with complete 
account management functionality.

Success: The ETBOS™ solution that supports the Port’s BreezeBy Toll system has been in operation 
since April 2017 and has been stable as the Port has expanded its operation to provide electronic toll 
collection service using its transponders to additional toll bridges in the State of Oregon. The Port has 
successfully transitioned their transponder solution from SeGO to 6C sticker tags (45/55) in less than 
two years. The Port’s plans to implement in the next year violation processing to reduce revenue leakage 
with P Square’s support and plans to join the Western Region Interoperability (WRTO) Group.

POHR Current Statistics • Accounts – 15,000 •  Transponders – 35,000 • Yearly Transactions – 5 million
ETBOS™ Benchmark Statistics • Accounts – 1 million • Transponders – 1 million • Yearly Transactions – 
100 million
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